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Skilled expert practice: is it 'all in the mind'? A response to English's
critique of Benner's novice to expert model
In a recent critique of the work of Patnaa Benner in relation to expertise,
skilled intuitive grasp and the Dreyfus model of skill acquisition, English
(Joumal of Advanced Nursmg 1993, vol 18, pp 387-393) uses the tenets of
positivism and cognitive psychology to cntiaze Benner's work for lacking
objectivity, vahdity, generalizabihty and predictive power In this response to
English's cntique I show how he has misread, failed to read, and consequently
misunderstood her work, and, equally importantly, its philosophical basis
Benner's work is developed from a philosophical foundation grounded in
interpretive and Heideggenan phenomenology This wholly different 'take' on
the world and on human behaviour embodies a strong cntique of those very
same traditional-science worldviews which English uses to damn her work
English's cntique is valuable in highlighting the ways in which Benner's work
can be misrepresented and this response tnes to remedy this
misunderstanding by attempting to clanfy the fundamental differences
between phenomenological and cognitive understandings These differences
are crucial to understanding Dreyfus's and Benner's work Here, I also
attempt to correct some of English's wilder assertions regardmg Benner's
work Finally, I try to show how Benner's work has empowered, enthused
and challenged, rather than being 'denigrating to the majonty of nurses'

INTRODUCTION work has been mstrumental m movmg our understandmg
, , r ^ , , 1 1 1 of skilled, intuitive nursmg practice away fi-om and not

As the work of Patncia Benner has become increasingly J U L C I U i • . . i .
- , 1 1 1 towards what English cancatures as some esotenc talent

mtluential m nursing, it is important that her ideas are • 11 .̂  r L ^ •
, , , , , , ^, r T, • available to a tew initiates

debated and discussed The recent cntique of Benner s
novice to expert model by English (1993) is welcome m ^^^ p o s i T I V I S T AND COGNITIVIST
this respect, if only as an exemplar of the misreadmgs and J D AnTTION
misunderstandmgs which her work can evoke English's
limited, almost myopic, reading of the work of Benner English's cntique cannot be welcomed for its tone
and Dreyfiis shows the pressmg need to clearly differen- which is so abrasive as to make the reader wonder
tiate tteir approach from that of cognitive psychology what personal mjury he has su£Fered at Benner's hands
arul also to pomt out the many ways m which Benner's His cntique must, however, be praised for its expliat
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theoretical stance, which adopts the traditional cogni-
hvist view that there must be a rational and often
rule-govemed explanation for skilled human behaviour
and action The cognitivist psychology and scientism
which English would have us embrace as cin alternative
to Benner and Dreyfus forms part of a much longer
traditional thread of westem thinking and philosophy
which stretches back through Kant to Socrates and
Plato

Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1987) descnbe how, m the
Euthyphro dialogue, Socrates demands that Euthyphro,
an 'expert' on the pious and the good, set out and explam
his condihons and rules for recognizing piety Euthyphro,
however, m a move which foreshadowed the present and
mcreasmg use of narrative and storytelhng to uncover
nursmg excellence, 'does what every expert does when
cornered by Socrates He gives him examples from his
field of experhse', but he will not descnbe the 'rules' that
he uses to make his judgements

Plato tned to assist Socrates with his problem by
daimmg that experts did use rules but that they had
simply forgotten them The task for the cognitivist is of
course to help the expert 'remember' and state these rules
expliatly, so that they can thus become 'available for
emulation' (English 1993), by those who would leam and
somehow use these rules Plato went further, though, by
suggestmg that for knowledge to count as 'real' knowl-
edge 'it must be stateable in expbat defimtions which
anyone could apply' (Dreyfus 1992) This Platonic quest
was outstandmgly successful m creatmg our current
theory—practice chasm Plato also relegated what Dreyfus
(1992) calls that which 'cannot be stated expliatly ui
prease instructions — all areas of human thought which
require skill, mtuihon, or a sense of tradition to some
land of arbitrary fumbling' We can, of course, see the
seeds of the devaluahon of nursing practice here

Positivist cogmtism

Part of the difficulty m respondmg to English's cntique is
that it IS so steeped m the kmd of positivist cognitivism
which has become our everyday accepted worldview that
it IS difficult to present an altemahve view which will be
attended to, given that the canons of 'acceptability' are
often those of the dommant view English's cntique is
notable for its emphasis on the laudabdity of formal
systems, rules, universally accepted definihons, measure-
ment, objechve validahon, empmcal testmg, falsifymg
hypotheses and so on When this worldview is so
pervasive, suggestmg an altemahve to this entire sdiema
of what coimts as knowledge and to this explanahon

of human behaviour can be like trying to dialogue with
Daleks

It IS, however, fundamentaUy important to understand
that Benner's and Dreyfus's work is specifically directed
at proposmg not that saence is of no value but that
a viable alternative to these tradihonal ways of under-
standmg practice, theory and knowledge is possible To
cntique Benner's work for not bemg cognitive psy-
chology IS rather like cnticizmg a car for bemg a bad
bicycle

THE MODEL OF SKILL ACQUISITION

English (1993) acknowledges the widespread acceptance
of Benner's model of skiU acquisition, but dismisses this
as an 'uncntical' acceptance In this he may be partly
nght, although I suspect that we would differ as to the
nature of this 'uncntical' acceptance As one who has
worked with and promoted Benner's ideas for several
years, I share a concem that her work may be becoming
simply the 'flavour of the month', particularly among
educators

Several College of Nursmg Project 2000 proposals
claim to be "based on' or to be 'using Benner', where
there is no more than a name-dropping acquamtance
shown regarding her work, thinkmg and, most vitally,
its unplications for radically transformmg teaching and
practice For example, there are schools supposedly 'using
Benner', where the levels of 'novice to expert' idea are
simply tagged on to the usual behaviounst cumcula
without any apparent awareness of the philosophical and
practice-related tensions existing between these two
Similarly, there are those who see Benner's work as a
ready-made, hierarchical 'career ladder' which managers
can 'implement' For what seems a wholly mappropnate
appropnation of Benner's work m this respect, see Keyzer
(1989) who proposed a career structvu-e where

A startmg pomt for debate could be the application of the
first three levels to the clinical role (novice, advanced beginner
and competent) This would leave levels four and five
(profiaent and expert) for those remits currently held by the
Directors of Nursing and Educahon and the executive post of
Chief Administrative Nursmg Officer (Wales) [my emphasis]

If this were the rather confused, 'acceptance' which were
widespread m relation to Benner's work, then English's
cntique would be on more solid ground As it stands,
however, he merely takes inaccurate pot-shots

Enghsh (1993) suggests that it is synonymous with
'career development' which, sadly, some might say, it is
not Engbsh regrets that stages from novice to expert
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merge on a contmuum, 'which impede measurement' The
development is descnbed in this way precisely because of
the situahonal and relational nature of common-sense
understanding and developing expert practice Like
all complex canng practices — parentmg, teaching,
nursmg — the person does not move m a 'lockstep'
fashion from one level to another, where, for example, a
nurse would be competent on Fnday and profiaent on
Saturday Although some chmcal-ladder programmes
might suggest this when they promote nurses through
different shll levels, this can only ever be a 'best possible'
judgement of a nurse's developing experhse

Misreading

English also suggests that Benner 'advocates that the
preferred method of leammg is by observing and emu-
latmg the role model' This is such a bizarre misreading,
in my view as to be almost the exact opposite of what
she has advocated For example, m From Novice to Expert
(Benner 1984) and elsewhere (Benner & Wrubel 1989)
Benner descnbes a vanety of educahonal approaches to
chnical expertise development, including clmical knowl-
edge development senfimars, dialogue around clinical
narratives, exchanges, research participation and the
wntmg of pciradigm cases

In her more recent work, (eg Benner et al 1992,
Benner 1993) she and her co-researchers have further
discussed the ways in which increasing chnical expertise
develops From this work it is clear that Benner assuredly
understands that the complexity of mcreasmg expertise
could never be reduced to the simplishc 'observe and
emulate' strategy which Enghsh attnbutes to her There is
a world of difference between 'studymg profiaent and
expert performance' as exemplified m Benner's work, and
the traditional approach to leammg from practice, which
has been called 'sitting beside Nelly'

EXPERTS AND EXPERTISE

Like all cogmhvists Enghsh presumes that expert nursing
practice can be laid out m 'dearly defined' terms and
chides Benner for refusing to provide such a reassuring
statement However, Benner (1984) is careful to explam
that she is not using expertise or expert to descnbe mere
personality haits or a collechon of 'talents' which could
be totted up and pronounced as 'expert' As she explams

Expert performance may not be captured by the usual
cntena for performance evaluation

(Benner 1984)

What Benner's work, parhcularly m the use of narrahves,
has done is to show other ways of uncovenng and seemg
much of the nchness and complexity of skilled nursmg
prachce

English then raises the speche that peer assessment of
clmical experts 'presents methodological shortconungs',
provoking the obvious challenge of hying to conceive
of any research approach which does not have limi-
tations Aside from this, there seems to be a strong
unstated assumption here that another more 'detached'
or 'objechve' cnterion should be used to ascertam or
descnbe a nurse's level of expertise Such an assumption
would sit quite comfortably with this critique's other
positivist assumptions regarding the pnmacy of detach-
ment over mvolvement

English (1993), in a move which almost defies belief,
takes Benner to task for faihng 'to seek further dan-
fication of exactly what is entailed m gainmg expertise'
In critiquing the work of others, it surely behoves us at
least to attempt a rudimentary familianty with their work.
In prepanng his cntique, English must have found it
difficult to Ignore the body of scholcirship and research
which Benner has produced since the publication of From
Novice to Expert m 1984 This ranges from a book The
Primacy of Canng which, as Benner & Wrubel (1989)
explam 'extends the thesis begun m From Novice to
Expert', to more recent studies which have assuredly
'further clanfied' our understanding of skilled nursing
prachce in areas such as cntical care and ethical comport-
ment (Benner et al 1991, Benner 1991, Benner & Vilaire
1992, Benner et al 1992) Seventeen years of researchmg
and reporting excellence in nursmg practice is hardly the
hallmark of a thoughtless dilettante, or of one who seeks
to keep her 'pet concept' m the dark

English asks some mterestmg questions regarding the
nature of experhse, such as 'do experts differ?' which are
explored m the above studies, but then he makes the
farmliar appeal that our new understandmg of expert
practice be forced back into the cognitivist brace of
'precise defimitions and descnptions of patient care' and
'cntena by which nurse experts were measured', m the
name of the new god of predichon and control — qucihty
assurance This perseveration bebes a misunderstanding
of the philosophical basis of Benner's work and a failure
to appreaate why it is simply not possible to explicate a
complex human practice such as expert nursmg m formal,
representational propositions which will predict or ident-
ify the 'cntena' of expertise Such a chimeral quest will
certainly lead us to the bnck wall of the limits of
formalization and mto the lnfmite regress of more rule
construction and condition and cntena nammg as we try
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to 'dearly defme' complex practice under its mynad of
difiFerent conditions

Phenomenological understandii^

Dreyfus has shown this espeaally forcefully in his
cntique and account of the disintegration of the early
hopes of the artifiaal mtelligence and expert systems
movements (Dreyfus 1981, 1992, Dreyfus & Dreyfus
1988) For the last few decades these programmes held
up the ultimate rationalist dream — that 'knowledge',
'understandmg' and 'expertise' could be broken down
mto their respective cntena or parts and transferred to
'mtelligent' machines who would then be able to repro-
duce or even excel human mtelligence and skilled perfor-
mance As Dreyfus (1992) has shown, however, these
projects were virtually doomed from the outset because
they made the fundamental error of assuming that zill
human behaviour must be the result of foUowmg rules
and by lgnormg the phenomenological understandmg of
our way of bemg-m-the-world as mvolved, engaged,
embodied and knowmg-how, rather than knowmg-that

English (1993) accuses Bermer, on what I argue to
be the flimsiest of evidence, of promoting expertise as
some quasi-mystical state He ndicules expertise as
'enlightenment', as an 'esotenc talent' and promptly
imposes the positivist template of 'cognitive re-
organization' over the process He scoms his own
travesty of 'Benner's view of expertise' as bemg some-
how a mystical, secretive, pnvate possession of a 'para-
gon of excellence' and, m a passage, the crassness of
which IS matched only by its complete misunderstandmg,
implies that

The expert nurse is then presented as a blessed practitioner,
lmtiated mto the protected knowledge of some secret
soaety and forbidden to divulge the ntes of passage to the
acolytes Non-expert nurses nught be excused their exas-
peration m askmg just what they have to do to be admitted
mto the mner sanctum

What English seems to fmd so lmtatmg is that Benner
will not descnbe skilled practical knowledge m the
doimnant worldview terms which he chenshes and which
her work is actively cntiqumg (Benner 1985, Allen et al
1986) Engbsh shows a certam lack of understandmg of
clmical knowledge development work if he tnily believes
that somethmg merely 'befalls' a nurse to enable her to
become a more exf)ert practitioner The entire thrust of
Benner's project — of her research, wntmg, speakmg,
promotion of narratives and dimcal-ladders development
m hospitals — has berai aimed at preasely the opposite It

has been to understand better and re-vision skilled
nursmg practice as shared and common understandmgs
It has been to leam more about how nurses develop
expertise and practice expertly and it has been to
encourage and enable nurses to descnbe, uncover and
share their expertise

Guidance

In his cursory discussion of expenence English wrongly
asserts that Benner offers 'no guidance to assist nurses to
become experts' and that she does not explain why all
nurses do not automatically become experts simply by
workmg for 5 years The first point is answered more
than adequately by even a bnef glimpse at Benner's
work From Novice to Expert contains speafic chapters on
implications for dmical practice and career development
and an entire epilogue on practical applications (Benner
1984) The Pnmacy of Canng and other publications
mentioned m this response are replete with the kind of
challengmg and empowenng ideas which, I suggest,
practitioners fmd ultimately more meaningful than the
prescnptive, context-stnpped lists of 'dos, don'ts' and
'the nurse musts' which have for so long been their
traditional fare As Benner (1984) explams

expertise cannot be legislated or standardised although it
can be facilitated, recognised and rewarded

English's (1993) question about why nurses who work m
an area for 5 years are not automatically considered to be
experts is answered m the very quotation from Benner
which he ates as 'doudmg the issue' and agam m Benner
(1991) where she explains that

Expenence, defmed from a phenomenological perspective,
refers to the tummg around, the addmg of nuance, the
amendmg or changmg of preconceived notions or percep-
tions of the situation

In other words, there is a world of difference between 5
years' expenence and 1 year multiplied by 5 (See
MacLeod (1990) for a superb investigation of expenence
and expertise m relation to surgical ward sisters m the
UK)

SKILLED INTUITIVE GRASP

If English's cntique of the skill acquisition model and
expertise seem muddled, they have the danty of fme
crystal m companson to his discussion of Benner's work
on intuition m relation to expertise Just as he misrepre-
sented expertise as a pnvate, quasi-myshcal possession.
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SO English distorts Benner's view of mtuition and mtui-
tive grasp by suggestmg that this is 'the exclusive
provmce of the expert', that is an 'mner analytical
process', an 'emotive response', a 'paranormal faculty',
and that those who lack mtuition have 'undeveloped
mental constructs' In the light of such febnle specu-
lation it IS httle wonder that Enghsh has so misunder-
stood the phenomenological notion of mtuitive grasp,
smce he has tned so hard to fit this concept mto the
cognitive psychology frame of reference and thrown his
hands up m honor when it failed to fit Truly, when the
only tool you have is a hcimmer, everything looks like a
nail

Once again, readmg Benner's work shows how she
makes it clear that

Intuitive grasp should not be confused with myshcism since
it IS available only m situations where a deep background
understanding of the situation exists

(Benner 1984)

In her work subsequent to From Novice to Expert, Benner
has explored and contmues to show the meanmg of
intuitive grasp and the ways m which nursing experhse
develops and how this can be recogruzed (Benner &
Tanner 1987, Benner 1991, Benner et al 1991, 1992)

To answer English's plea for an unambiguous and
universally recogmzable definition of mtuition plus a
presumably similarly unambiguous and context-free list
of "how to become mtuitive' steps, it is necessary to
return to Dreyfus's cnhque of the worldview of human
engagement which initially makes this seem a reasonable
request As Dreyfus (1992) and Dreyfus & Dreyfus
(1986) pomt out, our shlled everyday knowing is
markedly different from the kmd of formalized and
decontextualized knowledge which has traditionally been
accorded respect as 'objective' or 'empmcal' knowledge
Despite the fact that English (mis)uses the example of a
chess player, this may actually help to clanfy his pomt
English mamtams that

What IS descnbed as 'mtuihon' m a chess player entails an
evaluahon of a situation m wbch the player opts to choose
one move m preference to altemahves The analysis of the
position of the chess pieces is mvolved and considered The
player is not respondmg to a perceived anomaly, he is
weighing up alternative moves

What this m fact descnbes is not expert performance or
mtuihve understandmg but a less expenenced stance
where the player shll requires to grasp the situation usmg
calculahve rationality and a measure of disengaged delib-
eration In contrast to tbs, as Dreyfiis & Dreyfus (1987)
explam

Excellent chess players can play at the rate of 5-10 seconds
a move and even faster without any degradahon in perfor-
mance At this speed they must depend almost entirely on
intuttwn, and hardly at all on analysis and companson of
alternatives [my emphasis]

Dreyfus & Dreyfus illustrate this pomt by descnbmg an
experiment involving a chess international master who
was to add numbers audibly at a rate of one per second
while simultaneously playing five-second-a-move chess
agamst an only shghtly weaker opponent The result?

Even with his analytical mind completely occupied by
adding numbers, Kaplan more than held his own agamst the
master m a senes of games Depnved of the tune necessary
to see problems and discuss plans, Kaplan still produced
fluid and co-ordinated play

(Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1987)

Involvement in carmg

English also makes the predictable cognitivist mistake of
perceiving engaged, mtuitive grasp as bemg a passive
mental event where 'no action is involved' Withm this
view, the nurse is seen as bobbing along in a clinical sea
until something 'attracts her attention' What Benner's
work has highlighted is again the exact opposite, that
developmg expertise is based upon the nurse's mvolved,
engaged, carmg stance in her practice As she explained
m The Pnmacy of Canng

In studymg what makes expert nurses effective, we conclude
that mere technique and saenhfic knowledge are not
enough Canng causes the nurse to notice subtle signs of
improvement or detenoration in the pahent In fact, canng
(a certam kind of involvement) is required for expert human
practice

(Benner & Wrubel 1989)

English's 'redefimhon' and 'challenge' to Dreyfus's and
Benner's phenomenological understanding falls back on
the traditional Cartesian ncJhon that we are subjects
standmg outside or over an extemal world which is
somehow 'represented' and 'organized' m our mmd as
a databank of images or expenences In this world,
mtuition IS simply rationality gone underground And
what IS English's 'evidence' for this? What we are offered
IS no more than some rather dated and cursonly mserted
references to Bandura's social leanung theory, Scharxk's
scnpts and other assorted 'causal scenanos' and
'schemata', none of which have ever been able to produce
convmang evidence for their notions of feature detechon
or any other rationality-based model to explam mtuihon

Dreyfus (1992), in his trenchant cnhque of the artificial
mtelligence movement which tned unsuccessfully to
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op>erationalize this worldview in computers, is surely
more credible when he draws on Heidegger to wam that

Whatever it is that enables human bemgs to zero m on the
relevant facts without defmitively exdudmg others is so
hard to descnbe that it has only recently become a clearly
focussed problem for philosophers Human bemgs are
somehow already situated m such a way that what they
need m order to cope with thmgs is not packed away like a
trunk full of objects, or even carefully mdexed m a &lmg
cabmet When we are at home m the world, the meanmgful
objects embedded m their context of references among
whidi we live are not a model of the world stored in our
mmd or bram, they are the world itself

Dreyfus (1992)

Heideggerian Al

It IS no surpnse, therefore, that researchers m artificial
mtelligence seem to be abandoning an understandmg of
exf>ertise based upon mtemal mental representations m
favour of what Preston (1993) calls 'Heideggenan Al'
(artifiaal mteUigence)

The notion that our understandings and perceptions of
our world are basically one of mental representations has
been mgramed m western thought smce the time of
Descartes The subject-object dualism inherent m the
representationalist view sees a detached subject makmg
sense of his or her world through a 'complex combmation
of logically mdependent symbols representmg elements,
attnbutes or primitives m the world' (Dreyfus 1991) This
thinkmg leads us to see all human behaviour as essentially
mtentional and pnnciple-dnven Such a belief forms the
basis of most of our soaety's taken-for-granted ideas and
understandmgs, such as the computer model of the mmd,
the view that we are disengaged thinkers who put their
world together by processmg numerous 'bits' of 'sensory
information' the notion that nurses can be tramed to
'apply theory to practice', the belief that these are facts
'out there' but mtemally we have 'values', and so on

What Enghsh has offered in his cntique is nothmg
more than a collection of the assumptions of this world-
view which has dommated westem culture and thought
smce the time of Sophodes and Plato What Benner's
work, and the wider mterpretive turn of which it is a part
(Hiley et al 1991), has shown is that for nursing, as for
other disaplmes, these assumptions wiU no longer be
accepted as eternal truths

English concludes his cntique with the mevitable
appeal to the positivist's highest court, 'saentific
knowledge', apparently still ignorant of the entire philo-
sophical basis of Bener's woric, die Heideggenan phe-
nomenological approadi which challenges this traditional

notion of objective saence Seemmgly, without this
genuflexion towards 'real saence' and 'empmcal
research', nursmg will not become a 'research-based
profession'

CONCLUSION

I propose that Benner's work is among the most sus-
tained, thoughtful, dehberative, challengmg, empowenng,
influential, empincal (m true sense of bemg based on data)
and research-based bodies of nursmg scholarship that has
been produced m the last 20 years English (1993) accuses
Benner's work of being 'denigrating to the majonty of
nurses' This will come as news mdeed to the nurses
throughout the world who are movmg nursmg research,
education and prachce along the paths cleared by
Benner's work preasely m order to value the clinical and
pradice knowledge which has for so long been seen as
lnfenor to theory

For example, nurses in practice are using dmical
ladders, often incorporating nurses' narratives and based
upon the levels of skill acquisition to offer praditioners
real clmical advancement withm practice based upon their
developmg nursing expertise (Gordon 1986, Gaston
1989, Alberti 1991) (I will resist the temptation to
contrast this with the UK's own abortive attempts at
'objective', 'cntena-based', clmical grading') Educators
are discovenng ways in which similar narrative and
mterpretive phenomenological approaches can help us
rediscover the meanmg of nurse teaching as what Nancy
Diekelmarm calls 'the pnmacy of leammg' (Carlson et al
1989, Seidel 1990, McElroy et al 1991, Diekelmann 1991,
1992, Darbyshire 1993)

Interpretive approaches to understanding the complex-
ity of nurses' clinical judgement have also benefited from
Benner's work (see, for example. Tanner 1989, 1993)
Research studies which have taken up the call m Benner's
work to focus on the nchness of a range of nursmg
practice settings and the wealth of practical knowledge
therem are simply too numerous to mention m detail, but
see, for example, Gorman & Moms (1991), Steele (1986),
Steele & Fenton (1988) and Whitley (1992)

Withm nursing's developing tradition of scholarship
there is no question of anyone's work bemg a 'sacred
cow' and above cntiasm and dialogue, and Benner's
work IS certamly no exception However, it would do
nursing's credibility no harm if those who cntique (and
those who advise them) were to show some understand-
mg of the work of those they would purport to evaluate

The other lesson of English's aiti(^e is that, despite its
adversarial tone, we should not be too quick to attnbute
to malice that which can be adequately explamed by an
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inability to escape from a narrowly defmed worldview of
saentism and rationahsm which is as pervasive m nursmg
as it IS throughout westem culture and soaety
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